108 Mile House Trail Network

This extensive XC single track trail network starts at the 108 Mile heritage site, on the East side of Highway 97. Park at the end of the heritage site and go through the tunnel and right along the dirt track till you see the trail head going left through the grasslands. This trail network in a blend of intermediate and beginner single track with a few expert nuggets.

Bat out of hell Cross Country
The first trail to the left once you cross the cattleguard out of the tunnel. Goes up the steep grassy hill to the left. This trail climbs steadily in this direction all the way to the west side of the lookout where it hooks up with the Sodo Alke Trail. Great trail to come down on at the end of the day, very fasly flowy and smooth singletrack..

Highway Patrol Cross Country
Accessed off Express Meadow Road onto xc ski trail1. After turning onto xc trail 1 trail takes off to the right about 200m from the start. Windy but flowy xc trail with a few short climbs followed by the flowy downs. Fun and can be ridden in either direction. Re-crosses xc trail 1 and Express Meadow Road where it becomes Steve's Trail

Kill Bill Cross Country
Bumpy, fairly technical trail located near Succour Lake. Accessed via Mad Cow or Bare Necessities. Crosses Hinkling Road and ski trail 7 several times so riders can opt out for other trails or a shorter ride

Liposuction Cross Country
Starts on the edge of the meadow at the end of Liposuction and can also be accessed just north of Succour Lake on xc ski trail 14. Named for the high rolling resistance of moss and wet grass as sections are not down to bare dirt. Part of the fun outside loop of 108 trails as it connects to the Soda Loop.

Mad Cow Cross Country
One of the original trails in the 108 which started out from a cow trail and still sees a lot of cow activity so watch out for pies. This trail is accessed from Steve's trail (south end) and goes along Succour Lake eventually tying into Bare Necessities and Kill Bill. A fun, flowy xc trail with a few views of the Lake.

Mad Max Cross Country
Short, windy technical xc trail which can be ridden both ways but easier from the tp end (north). Accessed to the south off of Route 66. Accessed from the north at the end of Route 66 and the junctions of Demolition Derby and Overexposed.

Route 66 Cross Country
The original route to the lookout. Starts off Express Meadow Road. Climbs all the way to the top of the lookout. Windy, classic XC trail
Soda Loop
Cross Country

Steve’s Trail
Cross Country
One of the easiest trails in the system. Can be accessed off of Highway Patrol or Express Meadow Road. Easy, relatively flat xc trail skirting the open meadow to the south. Winds its way to Succour Lake where it becomes Mad Cow on xc trail 7

Bare Necessities
Cross Country
Short section of intermediate trail joining Overexposed and Demolition Derby to Kill Bill and Mad Cow. Riders coming from the Succour Lake direction can opt out onto xc ski tral 2 and bypass the difficult and advanced trails.

Demolition Derby
Downhill
Short, advanced xc trail below the bluff. Named for the collection of wrecked cars and debris rolled off the top of the lookout. Some rocky sections with a few kickers but all have ride arounds.

Overexposed
All Mountain
Advanced, narrow trail below the edge of the bluff. Not for the faint of heart. Starts on the south side of the bluff at the junctions of Mad Max and Demolition Derby and end on XC Ski Trail 2.

Roller Coaster
All Mountain
No description

Stormrider 108 Mile XC
Cross Country
No description